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Role of GIS in Countywide Trails
Planning
High-Level Trail Concepts
• Track network status
and progress
• Provide big picture view
of regional trails
• Inform regional and
local planning and
decision-making

Refined Trail Planning
• Trail placement options
(e.g., slope, habitat,
infrastructure)
• Cost estimates (e.g.,
length of trail, bridges,
other features)
• Localized connectivity

Goals of GIS Restructure and Update
Reflect “Living”
Countywide
Trails Network

Easily Answer
Key Questions

Inform County,
City, and Other
Planning
Decisions

Support MultiJurisdictional
Coordination

Readily Provide
Information for
Decision-Makers
and Public

Build and
Maintain
Institutional
Knowledge

GIS Database Restructure and Update
 Parallel trails  split out features for on-street vs. off-street
 Use yes/no fields to easily summarize trail status
 Domains: standardization of trail names and other information
 New categories to track important qualities
 Break and merge trail segments to reflect changes and similarities in
characteristics
 Structure database for flexibility for “living” trail network
 Update geometry and attributes for every segment (800+ features) to
reflect current planning and status
 Future concepts: Priority scores, linking to relevant plans and
information, dedication dates

Countywide Trails GIS
Tool Demonstration
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Questions

Answers

No, that is not an aspect of the trails we are keeping track of here. The goal of the
Countywide Trails Master Plan is to create an interconnected network of trails connecting
cities, parks and other open spaces to one another throughout Santa Clara County, so
there are trail loops on a large, regional level. The countywide trails network connects to
many parks and open spaces that feature recreational trail loops on a smaller scale.
However, since the Countywide Trails Master Plan is for regional planning purposes, the
1.Is there a way to filter trails that
GIS web app does not show all trails within the county, only the routes that are
provide a loop?
considered regionally significant.

2. When do you intend to release
this web app for the public?

The web app is anticipated to be released to the public by the end of 2021. Check the
Countywide Trails Master Plan webpage at https://parks.sccgov.org/about-parks/plansprojects/countywide-trails.

That is not a pre-configured filter we have in the app, but the information is captured in
the data. You could find this by using the custom filter and showing only trails that do not
3. Does your data show which trails have the Other Restrictions field equal to "no dogs allowed" or "no dogs allowed/public
allow dogs?
access restrictions."
4. Does the GIS shape length drive
mileage reporting, or do those
numbers come from planning
docs/construction drawings?

The mileage is calculated from the GIS shape length, since alignments often change
between the planning process and trail construction.

Currently, most trail alignments are determined from looking at aerial imagery. Some trail
alignments are also from GIS data provided from cities or other jurisdictions that is walked
5. After a trail is complete, how is with GPS. In the future, we may further refine our trail alignments through walking the
the final path determined? Does trail with GPS, but since this data is for large-scale (in the non-mapping sense of the word)
planning purposes we do not include that much precision in the mileage measurement.
someone do a GPS walk/survey?
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6.Are these trails data available
online for public?

Yes, currently you can find a web map of the Countywide Trails Master Plan trails, last
updated in 2015, on the County Parks Department's website. This updated version with
the dashboard web app will be available before the end of this year.

7. Are you using crowdsourced
data? If so, how can people help?
Links?

No, we are not using crowdsourced data. The information on planned trail types,
development status, etc. comes from the County's data as well as data/discussions with
Cities and other entities that are working on building trails.

8. Is there any info about mobile
phone dead zones?

Attendee responded; Open Signal provides cell coverage data. We do not have
information about mobile phone dead zones in our data but may enable users to load
other data into the map viewer when using the web app dashboard.

9. Is the trail data 3D? I'm curious
about what lengths derived from
geometry tell us on steep terrain

The trail data is not 3D since the geometry is largely based on aerial imagery. This data is
for planning purposes, so we do not that much precision in the mileage measurement.
More precise and accurate trail length data may be found in the guide maps for the parks
and open space areas that these trails go through.

10. I would like to know if there a
link to the trail detail map

Check the Countywide Trails Master Plan webpage at for the 2015 version of the CWTMP
trails, which will eventually be replaced by the dashboard web app with updated data.
Guide maps for Santa Clara County Parks can be found at https://parks.sccgov.org/planyour-visit/maps-gis
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